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We describe a new system for laser cooling and trapping of neutral Calcium atoms employing the1S0 −1 P1

resonant transition at 423 nm. An on-axis magneto-optical trap (MOT) is loaded from a Zeeman decelerated
atomic beam. When a single laser is used, in order to avoid perturbation of the trap by the deceleration laser
beam, this one has been tightly focused near the MOT center, with a waist size much smaller than the atomic
cloud. In order to test the efficiency of this novel technique, we have then employed a second, independent
decelerating laser, with a profile mode matched to the atomic beam. For an oven temperature of580◦C this
system can load 1.2 (2) x107 atoms in 16 (1) ms. By the spatial extension of the atomic cloud the one dimension
rms velocity was estimated to be 136 (12) cm/s, corresponding to a temperature of 9 (2) mK. The variation of
the number of trapped atoms as a function of laser detuning and intensity, trap magnetic field gradient and
oven temperature is analyzed. Spatial structures of the trapped atoms, like stable rings created by vortex forces,
have been observed. This is the first time that these structures, already observed in alkali-metal elements, are
reported in MOTs of alkaline-earth elements.

1 Introduction

Laser cooling and trapping of alkaline-earth atoms is receiv-
ing increasing attention in the past years due, for example,
to interests in optical frequency standards and clocks, in-
vestigation of cold collisions or the possibility to extend the
quantum degenerate regime to these elements, possibly by
all-optical means. The almost closed1S0 −1 P1 resonant
transition, between the ground state and the first singlet state
of these elements has a large natural width (34.6 MHz for
Ca), which makes it excellent for laser manipulation by ra-
diation pressure. However, the wavelength of this transition
requires a laser in the blue or violet region (423 nm for Ca),
which also in principle needs to be powerful because satu-
ration parameters of atomic transitions are correspondingly
higher in this region. This partially accounts for the rela-
tively small number of groups that had or have been work-
ing in laser cooling and trapping of alkaline-earths and, in
particular, Calcium [1-4]. On the other hand, the spin for-
bidden1S0 −3 P1 intercombination transition of alkaline-
earths, also departing from the ground state, has low tran-
sition rate and consequent narrow linewidth. For Calcium,
this linewidth is only 408 Hz [1]. This transition has been
used for experiments in high resolution and precision spec-
troscopy [5], atomic interferometry [6], optical frequency
standards and clocks [3, 7], and laser cooling and trapping
into microKelvin temperatures [8, 9]. The recent advent
of frequency measurements in the optical region with fem-
tosecond lasers [10] has made Calcium a promising candi-
date for a unified standard of length, frequency and time.

In this paper we give a detailed characterization of our
system for laser cooling and trapping Calcium atoms with
the 1S0 −1 P1 transition at 423 nm. Among several pos-
sible applications, we intend to use this system for an op-
tical clock based on the intercombination transition at 456
THz. In Section 2, we describe the experimental appara-
tus for production of the atomic beam, the Zeeman slower
and the on-axis MOT. In Section 3, we discuss how we es-
timate the number of trapped atoms when the atomic cloud
is comparable to the laser waist sizes. An analysis of the
number of trapped atoms with the slower laser power, de-
tuning and magnetic field gradient, when decelerating and
trapping with the same laser, is presented in Section 4. We
show that 10 mW at 423 nm is enough power to deceler-
ate and trap Calcium. Spatial structures of trapped atoms,
created by vortex forces, are also reported in this section.
In Section 5, we discuss our results for independent atomic
beam deceleration with a second laser. The temperature of
the atomic ensemble is estimated by the Gaussian profile of
the atomic cloud in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions are
summarized in Section 7.

2 Experimental Apparatus

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental ap-
paratus. The atomic beam is produced in a stainless steel
cylindrical oven with an exit aperture of 2 mm [11]. The
oven chamber is connected to a 240 l/s turbo pump and has
two sapphire optical windows which allows saturation ab-
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sorption spectroscopy in the high atomic flux environment
near the oven. The atomic beam collimation is defined by
another 2 mm aperture, 15 cm apart from the oven one. It
connects the oven chamber with an all-glass chamber for
the atomic beam and MOT. Screws are used to fix the oven
chamber to the table and to adjust the beam angle. Most of
the atoms are lost by not passing through this collimating
hole. Although the generation of the atomic beam in this
way is not very efficient, the system can be operated contin-
uously at temperatures near480◦C by several months with-
out need for filling Calcium [12]. At these temperatures, the
flux of atoms in the atomic beam was estimated to be 3.2(5)
x 1012 s−1. By operating the system at temperatures higher
than600◦C, the useful time drops to around one week, under
daily use.  
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the atomic beam and MOT exper-
imental apparatus. It shows, from left to right: the oven chamber,
the slower and MOT glass chamber with 14 AR coated windows
and one Sapphire window at the right end. Also shown is the 18
sections Zeeman magnet and the anti-Helmholtz trap coils.

The atomic beam slower and MOT chamber consist of a
90 cm long PIREX glass tube with 14 optical windows, AR
coated for 423 nm and 657 nm, plus a Sapphire window at
the tube end, for coupling the decelerating laser beam. The
22 cm long Zeeman magnet is composed of 18 independent
sections, 1 cm long each, rolled in a water-cooled copper
cylindrical basis. With all section at 1 A, for example, the
maximum magnetic field is 780 Gauss. This allows deceler-
ation of all atoms with velocities lower than 460 m/s, which
corresponds to13% of the velocity distribution when the
oven is at480◦C. By adjusting the currents of each section
it is possible to optimize the magnetic field profile for decel-
eration. After the Zeeman magnet, 47 cm downstream from
the oven chamber collimation aperture, there are two pairs
of AR coated windows. They can be used for a 2-D optical
molasses to transversally cool the atomic beam, a 2-D trap to
also compress it, or even for spectroscopy. After these win-
dows, we have the MOT chamber, 60 cm downstream from
the collimation aperture, with six AR coated windows in the
horizontal plane and two in the vertical plane. One hori-
zontal pair of windows, perpendicular to the atomic beam
direction, is used for spectroscopy or for monitoring the flu-
orescence with a calibrated photodiode and a CCD camera.
The other windows are used for the trapping laser beams.
Around the vertical windows, two air-cooled anti-Helmholtz
coils are attached in the MOT chamber. For a current of 1
A, these coils produce vertical and horizontal field gradients
of 63 and 32 Gauss/cm. After 13 cm from the MOT cen-
ter we have an additional horizontal pair of AR coated win-
dows, which can also be used for spectroscopy. After this,
there is a connection to another 240 l/s turbo pump. At the
tube end, 90 cm from the oven chamber aperture, we have

a sapphire window. This window is heated up to250◦C to
prevent deposition of Calcium atoms from the atomic beam
[13]. Typical background pressure in the MOT chamber is
5x10−8 mbar, when the oven is switched off and10−7 mbar
when the atomic beam is on.

To generate the coherent radiation at 423nm, for decel-
eration, cooling and trapping, we are using a homemade fre-
quency doubled and stabilized Ti:Sapphire laser [14]. With
this laser, we are able to generate 65 mW of useful power at
423 nm, when pumping with 5 Watts at 532 nm. The ther-
mal drift of the Ti:Sapphire laser locked to a Fabry Perot
quartz cavity is less than 30 MHz per hour in normal operat-
ing conditions, without any temperature stabilization or en-
vironmental isolation. Therefore this laser does not require
further stabilization to an atomic reference line. The 2nd
harmonic beam is split in four beams of same power. One of
these is used for Zeeman deceleration and the other three are
used in the standard retroreflectedσ+ - σ− 3D MOT config-
uration [15]. The power unbalance in each direction due to
window losses is less than5%, which has no significant ef-
fect in the position of the atomic cloud. The laser intensity
has a Gaussian shape:

I(r) = I0 exp(−r2/w2) (1)

wherew is the waist size andr is the transverse direction.
The six trap beams have equal waist sizes, measured to be
1.40 (5) mm. Peak intensitiesI0 up to 200 mW/cm2 per
each MOT beam can be obtained.

We have implemented an on-axis trap, where the MOT
is located within the atomic beam, which has a diameter of
2 cm at the MOT position. Several configurations have been
tested with similar results, with the MOT more or less cen-
tered with respect to the atomic beam. One of the prob-
lems of an on-axis trap, loaded from an atomic beam de-
celerated with the same laser, is that this one very much dis-
turbs the trapped atomic cloud. One solution to this problem
is to shift the slowing laser frequency far from resonance,
for example with an acousto-optical modulator. An adjust-
ment of the Zeeman slower magnetic field is then required
to bring the outcome velocity of the decelerated atoms to
the same value [16]. Another solution uses a slower laser
with a central ”dark spot” [17]. Both share the problem of
laser power consumption, which is not desired when dealing
with alkaline-earth elements. We have employed another
solution, which consists in focusing the counterpropagating
slower laser beam to a spot size of about 20µm, dislocated
2 mm from the trap in the transverse plane. This avoids any
perturbation of the trapped atoms due to radiation pressure
of the decelerating laser. The slowed atoms are captured in
a traditionalσ+ - σ− 3D MOT configuration [15].

3 Number of Trapped Atoms

The number of trapped atoms is estimated by the scattered
light power. In the presence of six laser beams of same in-
tensityI, the scattered power by one atom is given simply
by the product of the photon energy and the scattering rate
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[18]:

P1 = hν
γ

2

[
6I/Is

1 + 6I/Is + 4δ2/γ2

]
, (2)

where h is the Planck constant,ν is the photon frequency,γ
is the angular natural linewidth,Is is the saturation intensity,
andδ is the laser detuning. For the Calcium resonant transi-
tion 1S0 −1 P1, ν=710 THz,γ = 234.6 MHz, andIs= 59.9
mW/cm2 [19]. Assuming that all atoms are subjected to the
same total laser intensity 6I, then the total scattered power
is simplyN P1. This holds only when the laser waist size
is large in comparison with the atomic cloud extension, in
which caseI = I0. In a more realistic situation, the atoms
spatial extent is not negligible with respect to the laser waist
sizes and we have to take into account the Gaussian laser
profile over the atomic density distribution n(r). In other
words, we have to consider an effective intensity as an en-
semble average:

Ieff =
1
N

∫
I(r)n(r)d3r. (3)

In the case of alkaline-earth elements, for densities below
1011 cm−3, the spatial distribution of the atomic cloud is
Gaussian [20]. The MOT ”spring constant” depends directly
on the magnetic field gradient [19]. Therefore the cloud is
smaller in the direction of the higher magnetic field gradient,
z, and larger in the plane where the gradient is lower, plane
xy. For moderated densities we can thus write:

n(r) = n0 exp(
−z2

az
) exp[−(x2 + y2)/a2], (4)

wheren0 is the peak density,az is the width of the atomic
cloud in the vertical direction anda is the width in the hor-
izontal plane. In our case, we typically have a vertical field
gradient of 63 Gauss/cm and half of this value in the hori-
zontal plane. Integration of Eq.(4) in an infinite volume give
us the total number of atoms asN = n0 π3/2aza

2. Assum-
ing that all six laser beams have the same intensity and waist,
we get from Eq.(3) the following effective total intensity:

Ieff =
2I0√

1 + a2/w2

(
1√

1 + a2/w2
+

2√
1 + a2

z/w2

)
,

(5)
which for small atomic clouds goes to 6I0, as expected. The
ensemble average power scattered per atom is then given by
Eq.(2) by just replacing the term6I by the effective inten-
sity, Ieff . We have estimated in this way the number of
atoms as a function of several parameters.

4 Atomic Beam Deceleration With a
Focused Laser

To measure the number and the spatial extension of the
trapped atoms we use the two horizontal windows of the
MOT chamber with the CCD camera and the calibrated pho-
todiode. Figure 2 shows a series of ten pictures of the trap-
ping region for several laser detunings. For the first picture

in the left the laser detuning is 84 MHz to the blue side of
the resonance, changing by 28 MHz to the red for each pic-
ture in the sequence. In these pictures we also observe the
Doppler-free atomic beam fluorescence due to the vertical
laser beams. In the first three pictures, with decreasing blue
detunings, we observe two well defined clouds separated
spatially. The reason for this effect is the Zeeman splitting
of the excited1P1 level in the trap quadrupole magnetic field
and the symmetric laser configurationσ+ - σ− in this direc-
tion. At resonance, the fluorescence of theσ+ beam occurs
at same position of theσ− beam. With this spatial splitting
we estimate the atomic resonance with an uncertainty of 5
MHz, for a field gradient of 63 Gauss/cm. This accuracy is
limited by the divergence of the atomic beam, estimated to
be 5 mrad. The resolution of the CCD camera, near 40µm
in our case, plays a minor role in the uncertainty. In this way,
we are determining the atomic resonance just by looking at
this Zeeman spatial splitting in the CCD image. The detun-
ing is then given by the excursion of the PZT that tunes the
reference Fabry-Perot cavity of the Ti:sapphire laser, which
has a coefficient of 27.8 MHz/Volt at the2nd harmonic.
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Figure 2. Pictures of the Calcium MOT central region taken under
ordinary snapshot conditions for several laser detunings. The first
picture in the left corresponds to a blue detuning of 84 MHz. In the
next ones the detuning changes by 28 MHz to the red from picture
to picture.

By analyzing the central lines of the CCD image, we
obtain the horizontal and vertical spatial distributions, as
showed in Figure 3, for a red detuning of 45 MHz and a field
gradient of 41 Gauss/cm. To obtain these intensity profiles
we subtracted from the picture of the trapped atoms another
picture in the same conditions, but without the slower laser
beam, to get ride of the atomic beam background fluores-
cence.

Figures 2 and 3, showing near spherical Gaussian dis-
tributions, were obtained with a careful alignment of the
trapping laser beams. For small misalignments, we obtain
different spatial structures of the trapped atoms. Figure 4
shows a situation of alignment that produces a stable ring of
trapped atoms. These kinds of structures have already been
reported for MOTs of alkali-metal elements [21]. The expla-
nation of these spatial modes is related to a vortex force that
appears with the misalignment of the MOT beams [21, 22].
In our situation, where the laser intensity is high and the
waist size is small, such structures are easily observed even
for small misalignments. The theoretical models that ex-
plain this behavior assume a two level atom, with J”=0 and
J’=1 levels, which is far from the real case for alkali-metal
elements already experimentally studied. On the other hand,
an analysis of such structures in MOTs of alkaline-earth el-
ements can provide us a direct comparison with the models.
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Figure 3. Atomic cloud vertical (triangles) and horizontal (squares)
distribution.
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Figure 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Picture of the MOT central region (5 x 5 mm2) showing
a stable ring structure of trapped atoms.

To measure the total number of trapped atoms, we image
the atomic cloud in a calibrated photodiode and take into ac-
count the considerations discussed in section 3. To get ride
of the background signal due to the atomic beam fluores-
cence we modulate the slower laser beam with a mechanical
shutter. By positioning this shutter at a telescope focus, we
obtain a 100µs switch-on or off time. The laser remains on
or off for around 100 ms.

In Figure 5 we present the number of trapped atoms as
a function of laser detuning, for 10 mW per each trap and
slower beam, a vertical field gradient of 63 Gauss/cm and
oven temperature of 480◦C. The peak number of 9 (1) x105

atoms occurs for a red detuning of 97 (5) MHz, or 2.8 (1)
atomic linewidths. The uncertainty in the estimated number
comes mainly from the uncertainty in the solid angle cov-
ered by the detection system. For a fixed total laser power,
the optimum detuning that maximizes the number does not
change significantly with the field gradient, although the

maximum atom number does, as we can see in Figure 6.
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Figure 5 

Figure 5. Number of trapped atoms as a function of the laser de-
tuning for a total laser power of 52(1)mW, a vertical field gradient
of 63 Gauss/cm and an oven temperature of 480(1)◦C.
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Figure 6 

Figure 6. Maximum number of trapped atoms as a function of
gradient of the vertical MOT field. Horizontal gradient is half of
vertical.

Keeping the power of the trapping beams constant, at 10
mW per beam, for a vertical field gradient of 63 Gauss/cm
we changed the power of the slower beam and measured the
variation in the number of trapped atoms, as shown in Figure
7. The gain in trapped atom number from a slowing power
of 2.5 mW to 5 mW is more than 100% while the gain from
5 mW to 10 mW is just 30 %. This means that it is not
necessary to have large laser powers in the Zeeman slow-
ing beam when using low oven temperatures. Of course,
larger temperatures will produce larger atom flux that will
require more laser power to decelerate the same fraction of
the atomic distribution. Figure 8 shows the result of a varia-
tion only in the oven temperature, keeping all other param-
eters fixed (detuning: -100 MHz, 10 mW per each trap and
slower beam and a vertical field gradient of 63 Gauss/cm).

5 Decelerating and Trapping With
Independent Lasers

In order to test the efficiency of the focusing slower laser
technique we employed an independent laser to decelerate
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the atomic beam. This laser source is a frequency doubled
diode laser in an alternative extended cavity, described else-
where [23]. To measure the doubled diode laser detuning
we beat its first harmonic with the Ti:Sapphire laser in a
fast photodetector. The thermal drift of the diode laser was
determined to be less than 5 MHz per minute, which en-
able us to perform a series of measurements in a few min-
utes. The 8.5 mW 2nd harmonic output of the diode laser
is beam shaped in a telescope to approximately mode match
the atomic beam spreading. Keeping the detuning of the
MOT beams constant, at -84 (10) MHz, we scan the slower
frequency and the result is showed in Figure 9. The maxi-
mum number of atoms occurs for a slower detuning of - 438
(15) MHz. By changing the MOT detuning, the optimum
value for the slower detuning changes correspondingly, as
we can see in Figure 10.
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Figure 7 

Figure 7. Variation in the power of slower laser beam for the same
situation described in Figure 4.
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 Figure 8. Number of trapped atoms as a function of oven tempera-
ture.
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Figure 9 

Figure 9. Number of atoms for a fixed MOT detuning of -84 (10)
MHz.
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Figure 10 

Figure 10. Optimum detuning of the slower laser as a function of
detuning of MOT beams (vertical field gradient = 63 Gauss/cm).
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Figure 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Number of trapped atoms as a function of detuning of
the MOT laser, with the slower detuning optimized for each MOT
detuning value.

The number of atoms in the situation where the slower is
optimized for each value of the MOT detuning is showed in
Figure 11, for a trap vertical field gradient of 63 Gauss/cm.
We note that the optimum frequency difference between the
MOT and the slower beam is practically independent of the
MOT detuning. Moreover, the MOT detuning that optimizes
the number of atoms is basically the same as when slowing
with the same laser. However, with the independent slower
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we could trap 25 % more atoms. This means that the tech-
nique of focusing slower has a good efficiency in the trap
loading.
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Figure 12. Optimum slower (squares) and MOT (circles) detuning
as a function of trap field gradient.

The optimum detuning of the decelerating laser is a com-
promise between the flux of slow atoms going into the trap
and the loss due to the radiation pressure of the slower laser
beam in the trapped atoms. This detuning changes consider-
ably with the trap field gradient, although the optimum MOT
detuning does not, as we can see in Figure 12.
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Figure 13 

Figure 13. Number of atoms as a function of power on each MOT
laser beam.

An interesting result that we could obtain with the inde-
pendent slower is sketched in Figure 13. It shows the num-
ber of trapped atoms when the power in each MOT beam
is changed from 1 to 11 mW, while the power and detuning
of the slower laser are fixed, causing a constant flux of slow
atoms into the MOT capture volume. The result is a very
small variation in the number of trapped atoms. A varia-
tion of more than ten times in power produces a change of
less than two in the number of trapped atoms. Combining
this result with that obtained in Figure 7, where we vary the
power of the slower beam, we conclude that relatively low
power is needed to decelerate a Calcium beam and trap the
slowed atoms. Ten milliwatts at 423 nm is more than suffi-

cient, with most of the power into the slower beam to assure
adiabatic following during deceleration [16].

We already mentioned that slowing the atomic beam in-
dependently increases the number of trapped atoms by 25 %.
This holds for field gradients below 80 Gauss/cm. By rising
the field gradient, the ratio between the optimum number
of trapped atoms, when slowing independently or with the
focusing laser beam, increases as shown in Figure 14. The
maximum field gradient achieved is limited by the heating of
our air-cooled anti-Helmholtz coils. For a field gradient of
110 Gauss/cm and an oven temperature of 580◦C we obtain
a number of 1.2 (2) x107 atoms in the trap.
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Figure 14 

Figure 14. Ratio between the number of trapped atoms when de-
celerating the atomic bem with an independent laser (diode laser)
or with the same laser (Ti:sapphire) used for the MOT.

6 Storage Time and Temperature

The modulation of the slower laser beam allows us not only
to measure the number of trapped atoms in the background
of the atomic beam fluorescence but also the trap lifetime.
Figure 15 shows a typical curve of the decay and load pro-
cess, for low power MOT beams. We observe an exponen-
tial decay of 15.4(8) ms, similar to other reported Calcium
MOTs [1-4]. The accuracy of this measurement is limited
by our detection system. This lifetime is not limited by the
imperfect vacuum environment, but by the optical pumping
of the 1D2 level [24]. The transition from the1P1 level to
the 1D2 has a probability105 times lower than the prob-
ability to decay to the ground state [25]. From the1D2

level the atom can decay to the metastable3P2 level (τ ≈
2 hours, [26]), to the3P1 or directly to the ground state. By
the Einstein coefficients of these transitions, we know that
around 22% of the atoms decay to the3P2 level and are lost
from the trap. The remaining have some probability to be
recaptured, depending on the trap volume [24]. The life-
time of our Calcium MOT shows a behavior similar to that
observed for Ytterbium atoms [27]. A detailed analysis of
the loss mechanisms in our trap will be described elsewhere
[28]. An strategy to increase the lifetime, by decreasing the
loss rate and therefore increasing the number of atoms, is to
transfer the population of the1D2 level to the 51P1 level
with a repump laser at 672 nm. From the 51P1 level the
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atoms decay rapidly to the ground state (1.2 x107 s−1 [25])
and are recaptured. This scheme was demonstrated by the
NIST [3] and the Hamburg group [29], where lifetimes of 84
and 72 ms were achieved respectively. By lowering the lin-
ear loss rate due to the optical pumping of the1D2 level, the
Hamburg group observed a non-exponential decay, which
was attributed to inelastic two-body collisions between cold
Calcium atoms. Even without the repump laser at 672 nm,
we have observed small differences between the load and
decay times, which are also related to cold collisions in the
trap [30].
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Figure 15. MOT decay and loading curves.

In a MOT, when the Doppler and Zeeman shifts are
small compared to the detuning, the radiation pressure force
acting on the atoms are in good approximation harmonic
[19]. The equipartition of energy implies that the velocity
spread and the position spread are related bym r2

rms =
κ r2

rms, whereκ is the MOT spring constant, given by:

κ = 8~κ
δ

γ

I/Is

(1 + I/Is + 4δ2/γ2)2
(2παBA), (6)

whereI is the intensity of the MOT laser beam in the di-
rection considered,αB is the Zeeman splitting of the ex-
cited level andA is the magnetic field gradient. Although
the number and the lifetime are not critically dependent on
the precise MOT alignment, this temperature determination
by the cloud sizerrms is. With a careful alignment of the
beams we obtain near Gaussian shapes, as those presented
in Figure 3. For the parameters of that measurement, we es-
timate by the horizontal spreading of the atomic cloud a root
mean square velocity of 136 (12) cm/s, corresponding to a
temperature of 9 (2) mK.

7 Conclusion

We described in detail our system for laser cooling and
magneto-optical trapping of Calcium atoms using the res-
onant transition1S0 −1 P1 at 423 nm. We have imple-
mented an on-axis magneto-optical trap, loaded from a
slowed atomic beam where the deceleration laser has been

focused near the trap region. This avoids any perturbation
on the trapped atoms due to radiation pressure of the slower
laser. We have used a single laser for the MOT and atomic
beam slower, which is an important simplification of the ap-
paratus. Decelerating independently the atomic beam with
another laser shows that the focusing Zeeman slower tech-
nique has efficiency very close to optimum. This also has
showed that the number of trapped atoms is practically in-
dependent of MOT laser power, in the range from 1 to 11
mW per trapping beam (16 - 175 mW/cm2). We conclude
that a total power of 10 mW at 423 nm is sufficient to have a
Calcium MOT loaded from a decelerated atomic beam. This
is particularly important for a practical frequency standard
or clock based on cold Calcium atoms.

We derived an expression for the number of atoms when
the cloud size is comparable with the trapping laser waist
sizes. Several measurements are presented for the depen-
dence of the number of trapped atoms with magnetic field
gradient, power and detuning of the trapping lasers, oven
temperature, and power and detuning of the decelerating
laser. Stable spatial modes of trapped atoms, other than
spherical Gaussian, were observed for the first time in a
MOT of an alkaline-earth atom. The true J”=0 to J’=1 cool-
ing transition of these elements allows to perform realistic
comparisons between theory and experiment. We have es-
timated the temperature of the trapped atoms by the size of
the atomic cloud. The lifetime of the trap is consistent with
the loss mechanism of optical pumping into the metastable
1D2 level.
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